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With shrinking gate dielectrics, the reliability requirements of semiconductor gate 

dielectrics become more and more difficult to maintain. New physical mechanisms and 

phenomena are discovered and new challenges arise.  

At the same time, some issues, which have been minor in the past, begin to show 

bigger impact, such as the Negative Bias Temperature Instability issue. The dynamic 

NBTI phenomenon was studied with ultrathin SiO2 and HfO2 devices. With a dynamic 

stress condition, the device lifetime can be largely extended due to the reduced NBTI 

degradation. This reduction is contributed to the annealing of fixed oxide charges during 

the stress off period. A mathematical model is also established to explain this 

phenomenon.  

With alternative gate dielectrics’ introduction, new issues associated with these 

materials and device structures are also raised. Those issues need to be studied in detail 

before fully incorporation of new materials. Compared with SiO2 devices, the NBTI 

degradation of HfO2 has a similar trend. However, it is found that they have different 



frequency response than the SiO2 devices. This difference is later found due to the traps 

inside the gate dielectrics. Detailed studies show that NBTI degradations at dc stress and 

dynamic stress conditions have different temperature acceleration factors due to the bulk 

traps. The disappearance of this difference by insetting a detrapping period further proves 

this observation.  

As we enter the ultrathin gate dielectrics regime, the electron tunneling mechanisms 

behind the gate dielectrics breakdown shift. Consequently, gate dielectrics breakdown 

mode also shifts from the clear-detected hard breakdown to the noisy soft breakdown. 

Thus new lifetime extrapolation models are needed. The progressive breakdown of 

ultrathin SiO2 is studied by a two-step test methodology. By monitoring the degradation 

of the progressive breakdown path in terms of the activation energy, the voltage 

acceleration factor, two kinds of breakdown filaments, the stable one and the unstable 

one, were studied. The stable filament is found to be a breakdown filament independent 

of the original breakdown filament, and the unstable filament is the continuing 

degradation of the original filament.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Brief history of semiconductor devices  

W. Shockley, J. Bardeen and W. H. Brattain invented the bipolar transistor in 

1947. After that, great efforts were invested in the field of semiconductors. In 1959, J. 

Kilby demonstrated the concept of Integrated Circuits (IC). D. Kahng and M. M. 

Attala fabricated the first Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor in 1960. 

These two events provided the basis for the microelectronics industry evolution. 

Since then, the MOSFET has become the most important part for very large-scale 

integrated circuits. By 1990, the number of devices manufactured on a chip had 

grown from 100,100 devices per chip to more than 32 million devices per chip. Thus, 

the era of ultra large-scale integration has begun. 

1.2 Scaling of MOS devices 

The increasing of device density has been accompanied by shrinking minimum 

feature size, which had decreased from 25 mµ  at 1960s to 0.5 mµ  at 1990s’, and 

0.25 mµ  at year 2000, as shown by Fig. 1.1 [1, 2].   

The scaling of device dimensions (channel length, equivalent oxide thickness, and 

junction depth) largely increased the device density and reduced the transistor cost. 

Initially, the industry followed the constant voltage scaling. With this scaling mode, 
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the oxide voltage is kept constant whereas device dimensions are reduced. However, 

this resulted in large oxide field, which degraded the oxide integrity. Later, a constant 

electrical field scaling method was used. However, this made integration with 

different technologies difficult, as they would have different operating voltages. 

Practically, the industry follows a compromised scaling model of the constant voltage 

and electrical field models. Further process improvements and new structures are 

introduced to overcome those difficulties.  

Suggested by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 

[3], the introduction of alternative gate dielectrics is predicted from 2005 to 2007 

depending on the technology application, as shown by Fig. 1.2. Due to the stringent 

leakage requirements for low standby power devices, the leakage current 

specifications cannot be met with conventional gate dielectrics in the sub 1.5 nm 

regime. Thus, the high-k dielectrics are likely first introduced in these applications. 

These alternative dielectrics will be deposited by either a chemical vapor deposition 

technique [4, 5], physical vapor deposition[6], jet vapor deposition [7] or molecular 

beam epitaxy [8, 9]. More work and new technologies are still needed.   

1.3 Reliability requirements of gate dielectrics  

With shrinking gate dielectrics, the reliability requirements become more and 

more difficult to maintain. New physical mechanisms and phenomena are discovered 

and new challenges arise. As we enter the ultrathin gate dielectrics regime, the 

electron tunneling process is dominated by the direct tunneling instead of FN 

tunneling [10]. The gate dielectrics breakdown mode also shifts from the clear-

detected hard breakdown to the noisy soft breakdown [11, 12]. Thus new lifetime 
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extrapolation models are needed. At the same time, some issues, which have been 

minor in the past, begin to show bigger impact, such as the Negative Bias 

Temperature Instability issue. Therefore, new study methods and understandings are 

required.  

With alternative gate dielectrics’ introduction, new issues associated with these 

materials and device structures are also raised. Traps inside the bulk dielectrics and 

near the interface cause instability to the threshold voltage of MOSFETs and impose 

new risk to the reliability of devices [13]. New gate dielectric breakdown mechanism 

has also been suggested [14]. Those issues need to be studied in detail before fully 

incorporation of new materials.  
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Fig. 1.1. The scaling of device minimum feature size. 
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Fig. 1.2. The scaling of the equivalent oxide thickness of different applications. 
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Chapter 2 

MOSFET Basics 
 

2.1 Basics of MOSFETs 

The Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is a four 

terminal field controlled device. The n-type MOSFET (nMOSFET) consists of a 

source and a drain, two highly conducting n-type semiconductor regions, which are 

isolated from the p-type substrate by reversed-biased p-n diodes. A metal or poly-

crystalline gate covers the region between source and drain. The gate is separated 

from the semiconductor by the gate oxide. The basic structure of an nMOSFET and 

the corresponding circuit symbol are shown in Fig. 2.1. The basic device parameters 

are the channel length (L), which is the distance between the two n+-p junctions, the 

channel width (W), the dielectric thickness , the junction depth and the substrate 

doping density (N

OXt

A).  

2.1.1 -  Characteristics dI gV

Many models developed for the simulation of MOSFET’s operation. We will 

briefly describe the MOSFET’s operation based on the quadric model, which is 

relative simple and gives good approximation [15].   

The operation of a MOSFET can be divided into three regions: cutoff, linear, and 

saturation, as shown in Fig. 2.1. At the cutoff region, the gate voltage  is smaller gV
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than the threshold voltage of the device , which is the turn on gate voltage of the 

device. The drain current  is zero.  

thV

dI

When the gate voltage increases to , and thg VV ≥ 0≥≥− dthg VVV , the device is 

in the linear region. The drain current Id is given by  

( ) dthgOXeffd VVVC
L

WI −= µ . 

Here, effµ is the effective carrier mobility.  

The threshold voltage is given by 

 
( )

OX

FASi
FFBth C

qN
VV

φε
φ

22
2 ++= . 

The device turns into the saturation regime when  and . The 

drain current is given by  

thg VV ≥ thgd VVV −≥

( )2
2 thgOXeff VVC

L
WIdsat −= µ . 

 

2.1.2 Simplified Device Fabrication 

A brief description of MOSFET fabrication is given using nMOSFET as an 

example. The starting material is a p-type, <100> oriented, lightly doped polished 

silicon wafer. The <100> orientation is preferred over <111> because it has an 

interface trap density that is about one-tenth that of <111>. The first step is to form 

the oxide isolation region using LOCOS technology. A thin pad oxide is thermally 

grown, followed by a silicon nitride deposition. A photoresist mask defines the active 

device area and boron channel stop nitride layer not covered by the photoresist mask 
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is subsequently removed by etching. After stripping the photoresist, the wafer is 

placed in an oxidation furnace to grow an oxide, field oxide, then the nitride layer is 

removed and to drive in the boron implant.  

The second step is to grow the gate oxide and to adjust the threshold voltage. The 

composite nitride-oxide layer over the active device area is removed, and a thin gate 

oxide layer is grown. For an enhancement device, boron ions are implanted in the 

channel region to increase the threshold voltage to a predetermined value. For a 

depletion device, arsenic ions are implanted in the channel region to decrease the 

threshold voltage.  

The third step is to form the gate. Polysilicon is deposited and is heavily doped by 

diffusion or implantation of phosphorus to a typical sheet resistance of 20 to 30 Ω/sq. 

This resistance is adequate for MOSFETs with gate lengths larger than 3 mµ . For 

shorter devices, a polycide (a composite layer of metal silicide and polysilicon) can 

be used as the gate material to reduce the sheet resistance to about 1 Ω/sq. 

The fourth step is to form the source and drain. After the gate is patterned, it serves as 

a mask for the arsenic implantation to form the source and drain, which are self-

aligned with respect to the gate.  

The last step is metallization. A phosphorus-doped oxide is deposited over the 

entire wafer and is followed by heating the wafer to give a smooth surface 

topography. Contact windows are defined and etched. A metal layer, such as 

aluminum, is then deposited and patterned. The gate contact is usually made outside 

the active device area to avoid possible damage to the thin gate oxide.  
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2.2 Device Quality Characterization 

2.2.1 Capacitance Voltage Measurement (CV) 

Maintaining the quality and reliability of gate oxides is one of the most critical 

and challenging tasks in any semiconductor fab. Vigorous characterization and 

monitoring is critical for maintaining gate oxide uniformity and quality across the 

wafer.  

Many electrical techniques have been developed over the years to characterize 

gate oxide quality. CV test offers a wealth of device and process information, 

including bulk, interface charges, and many MOS device parameters. CV 

measurements are typically made on a capacitor, manufactured with the gate oxide 

grown at the same time under similar circumstances. From the analysis of the CV 

characteristics, we can get information of the fast interface state density, fixed oxide 

charge and slow interface state density. The shortage of CV method is the 

requirement of a large area capacitor and the difficulty to extrapolate the results to the 

actual device in the product line. The generated CV curve is characterized into three 

regions, as indicated by Fig. 2.2. 

Accumulation region 

For a p-substrate MOS capacitor, the accumulation region of the CV curve is 

observed when negative voltages are applied to the gate. The negative polarity causes 

majority carriers to be attracted toward the gate. Because the oxide is a good 

insulator, these holes accumulate at the oxide/substrate interface.  

A CV test measures the oxide capacitance in the strong accumulation region; the 

CV curve slope is essentially flat. Therefore, the oxide thickness can be extracted 
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from the oxide capacitance. However, the CV curve for a very thin oxide often does 

not saturate to a flat slope. In that case, the measured oxide capacitance differs from 

the true oxide capacitance.  

Depletion region 

nMOS capacitor differs from a parallel-plate capacitor as the gate voltage moves 

toward positive values. Roughly, the following occurs: 

1) The positive gate electrostatically repels holes from the oxide/substrate 

interface. 

2) A carrier-depleted area forms beneath the oxide, creating a depletion region. 

As a result, the high frequency CV analyzer measures two capacitances in series, 

the oxide capacitance and the depletion capacitance.  

As the gate voltage becomes more positive, the following occurs: 

1) The depletion region penetrates more deeply into the substrate. 

2) The depletion capacitance becomes smaller, and the total measured capacitance 

becomes smaller consequently. 

 
Inversion region 

As the gate voltage increases beyond the threshold voltage, carrier generation and 

recombination move toward the carrier generation. The positive gate voltage both 

generates electron-hole pairs and attracts electrons, which are minority carriers, 

towards the gate. Again, because the oxide is a good insulator, these minority carriers 

accumulate at the oxide/substrate interface. Thus forms an inversion layer. Above a 

certain positive gate voltage, most of the available minority carriers are in the 
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inversion layer, and further gate voltage increases do not further deplete the 

semiconductor. Thus, the depletion region reaches a maximum depth.  

However, the minority carrier generation is much slower than the MHz frequency 

range of high frequency CV measurements [16]. Therefore, once the depletion region 

reaches a maximum depth, the capacitance measured by the high frequency CV 

(HFCV) is still based on the majority carrier position and distribution. Thus, the 

capacitance measured by HFCV is the oxide capacitance in series with the maximum 

depletion capacitance, which is often referred to as the minimum capacitance. 

When measuring the high frequency capacitance while sweeping the gate voltage 

“quickly”, deep depletion occurs [17]. Quickly means that the gate voltage must be 

changed fast enough so that the structure is not in thermal equilibrium. One then 

observes that, when ramping the voltage from flatband to threshold and beyond, the 

inversion layer is not or only partially formed. This occurs since the generation of 

minority carriers cannot keep up with the amount needed to form the full inversion 

layer.  

 

2.2.2 The Dielectric Tunneling Current Characterization (IV) 

As the oxide thickness continues scaling, the reliability issues as well as the 

physical mechanisms behind also change. One of the new phenomena of ultrathin 

gate oxides is the electron tunneling mechanism changes from the Fowler-Nordheim 

(FN) tunneling to the direct tunneling, as shown in Fig. 2.3. FN tunneling is a 

quantum mechanical tunneling process. The electrons will inject into the conduction 

band of dielectric through a triangular barrier. 
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 The tunneling density is given by  

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=

OX
OXFN E

BAEJ exp2

.                                                                                   

Here  

B

qA
ηφπ 2

3

16
=

, 

( )
η

φ
q

m
B BOX

3
24 2321

=
.  

Direct tunneling is also a quantum mechanical tunneling process. It occurs when 

electrons tunnel through the gate oxide region directly from the gate to the channel 

region. The direct tunneling current density is given by 

( )
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡ −−
−

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎛ −
−
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2323
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exp

1
B

OXBB

OX

B

OXB

OX
DT

qV
E

B

qV

AE
J

φ
φφ

φ
φ

         

Here A and B have the same definition as in the FN tunneling equation. 

For thick oxides, which are larger than 5.0 nm, the FN tunneling is the dominating 

transport mechanism. However, when with the scaling of gate oxides, the conduction 

mechanism is dominated by the direct tunneling, where the electrons inject into the 

conduction band of anode through a trapezoidal barrier. This is true especially with 

ultrathin oxides with  less than OXV Bφ , which is about 3.0 V [10, 18, 19].  

Another important tunneling process is trap assisted tunneling [20-22]. Trap 

assisted tunneling occurs when electrons tunnel through the oxide into traps and then 

from the traps into the silicon substrate.  

Besides those three tunneling processes, there are other factors that can influence 

the behavior of the tunneling current. One of them occurs due to the gate and drain 

overlap region [23]. The tunneling process through the valence band is also important 
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especially in ultrathin gate oxides [10]. Electron hopping, field emission and the 

Poole Frenkel emission are other factors that need consideration [16].  

2.2.3 Charge Pumping Measurement (CP)  

The Si/SiO2 interface in MOSFETs plays an important role in determining the 

device parameters and affects reliability and lifetime of the device. Thus it is 

important to measure and characterize the interface properties in order to understand 

the origin and physical properties of the interface states in a MOS system.  

Depending on the distance from the interface, interface states can be divided as 

fast states and slow states. The fast states are those locating at or near the Si/SiO2 

interface and therefore they can readily exchange charge with the Si substrate by 

capturing or emitting charge carriers. The amount of charge captured by the fast states 

is a function of the surface potential and therefore a function of the gate voltage. The 

slow states are located in the oxide within a short distance from the interface. The 

charge carriers can tunnel through the oxide. Thus the tunneling time constant is the 

time constant for the slow state to charge up or discharge. The tunneling time 

constant increases exponentially with the tunneling distance. 

The charge pumping method uses a measurable substrate current due to the 

recombined trapped charge induced by repeatedly pulsing the gate from accumulation 

to inversion to characterize interface states in MOSFETs. This method does not rely 

on admittance measurements, and is well suited for use on small transistors. A mean 

interface trap density representative of values between flatband and threshold is 

determined according to measured charge pumping current as a function of gate pulse 

frequency. A distribution of interface trap density between flatband and threshold can 
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also be obtained by measuring charge pumping current as a function of gate pulse rise 

and fall times.  

The main advantage of the charge pumping measurement is that the 

measurements are done on the actual transistor without needing a separate test device. 

The results of this technique are relatively more precise and can be used to obtain 

quick results in a simple experiment or detailed results with sophisticated 

modifications. The sensitivity of this technique permits the measurement on small 

geometry transistors present in modern VLSI technology.  

A model describing the behavior of both slow and fast states has been developed 

[24-27]. From Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) statistics, the occupancy factor, F, of a trap 

as a function of time can be described as  

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]EcEcFEc
dt
dF

pnn +−=   

Where  is the capture rate of electrons and  is the capture rate of holes. In 

this equation, the emission of electrons and holes are neglected because capture 

processes dominate the charge pumping.  

nc pc

The capture rate of electrons and holes is given by thnsn vnc σ=  and 

thpsp vpc σ= . Here,  and are surface concentration of electrons and holes, sn sp

nσ and pσ are capture cross section of electrons and holes,  is the thermal velocity.  thv

For fast states, the filling fraction, which represents a state’s change in occupancy 

factor during one gate pulse period, is defined as  
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Where  and  are the maximum and minimum value of F during one gate 

pulse, and f is the gate pulse frequency.  

maxF minF

The charge pumping current is obtained as  

( ) ( )∫ ∆=
high

low

E

E
FSFScp dEFENqAffI

,  

Here A is the area of the device,  and  are the maximum and minimum 

positions in the energy of the Fermi level within the bandgap during one gate pulse. 

NFS is the density of the fast states.  

highE lowE

Apparently, the measured charge pumping current will be roughly a linear 

function of the signal frequency f, as proved by Fig. 2.3. 

 

2.2.4 Subthreshold Swing (SS) 

Another simpler and more convenient interface traps assessment method is the 

subthreshold swing evaluation [28]. The subthreshold swing, S, is defined as the gate 

voltage required to vary the subthreshold current  by one decade.  dI

d

g

I
V

S
log∂

∂
=

. 

It can be further simplified as [29]: 

( )( )id CC
q

kTS /110ln +=
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If there is a large interface state density , an interface state capacitance 

 is in parallel with . Consequently,  in the above equation will 

increase to . 

itD

itit qDC = dC dC

itd CC +

Thus, the change of subthreshold swing S∆  is a direct evidence of the change of 

interface state density [16]:  

( )
i

it

C
qD

q
kTS 10ln=∆ . 
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Fig. 2.1. The three regions of a MOSFET.  
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Fig. 2.2. The CV curve of a MOS capacitor. 
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Fig. 2.3. The peak current vs. the frequency 
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Chapter 3 

Gate Dielectrics Integrity 
 

3.1 Introduction 

Driven by the higher performance and circuit density, the scaling of 

microelectronics continues with gate leakage current and the reliability of gate 

dielectrics as two critical limiting factors. Due to the characteristics of reliability 

engineering, it is crucial to use correct physical models, statistics and acceleration 

factors to extrapolate the device lifetime from the accelerated tests. Thus, accelerated 

tests and lifetime extrapolations based on those tests must be robust, valid, and 

performed on statistically significant sample sizes. 

3.2 Reliability Engineering Basics 

3.2.1 Definitions and Basic Concepts 

Reliability: The probability that a component will perform a specific function 

under specific conditions for a specific period of time. 

Thus, the objectives of reliability engineering are to meet/exceed customer 

expectations, eliminate reliability concerns prior to qualifications and volume ramp, 

and allow more aggressive performance without increasing risk of failure.  
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Several functions are defined before the study of dielectrics reliability. Those 

functions are commonly used in the field of statistics as well as reliability engineering 

[30, 31].  

Reliability function is the fraction of population that survives until time t, it 

is also known as the survival function.  

( )tR

Failure probability function ( )tF  is the fraction of population that fails before 

time t. Related with the reliability function, we have ( ) ( )tRtF −= 1 .  

Probability density function ( )tf  mathematically describes the number of devices 

failing between a time interval , as shown by dt ( ) ( )
dt

tdFtf = .  

The failure rate ( )tλ  is defined as the ratio of probability that the failure occurs in 

this interval divided by the interval length t∆ : 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )ttR

ttRtRt
∆

∆+−
=λ . 

Hazard rate or instantaneous failure rate ( )th  describes the rate at which a unit is 

expected to fail, given that it has survived time .  t

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )tR
tf

dt
tdR

tRttR
ttRtRth

t
=

−
=

∆
∆+−

=
→∆

1lim
0

. 

The failure rate ( )tλ  and hazard rate ( )th  are mathematically different, however, 

they are often used interchangeably in conventional reliability engineering. 

3.2.2 Common Reliability Functions and Bathtub Curve 

Exponential distribution: ( ) tetf λλ −= , λ  is the failure rate. 
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Weibull distribution: ( )
β

η
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ηη
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−

−
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⎞
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⎛
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t

ettf
1

, β  is the Weibull slope and shape 

parameter, η  is the characteristic lifetime.  

Lognormal distribution: ( )
( ) ( ) 2

2
1

2
1 ⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −

−

= σ
µ

πσ

LntLn

e
t

tf , σ  is the shape parameter 

and µ  is the median time-to-fail. 

Reliability engineers often describe the lifetime of a population of products using 

a graphical representation called the bathtub curve, as shown in Fig. 3.1 [30, 32]. The 

bathtub curve consists of three periods: an infant mortality period with a decreasing 

failure rate followed by a normal life period (also known as "useful life") with a low, 

relatively constant failure rate and concluding with a wear-out period that exhibits an 

increasing failure rate. The bathtub curve failure rate curve is really the addition of 

two kinds of failure rates: the extrinsic failure rates and the intrinsic failure rates.  

The bathtub curve does not depict the failure rate of a single item, but describes 

the relative failure rate of an entire population of products over time. Some individual 

units will fail relatively early (infant mortality failures), others will last until wear-

out, and some will fail during the relatively long period typically called normal life. 

Failures during infant mortality are highly undesirable and are always caused by 

defects and blunders: material defects, design blunders, errors in assembly, etc. 

Normal life failures are normally considered to be random cases of "stress exceeding 

strength." However, many failures often considered normal life failures are actually 

infant mortality failures. Wear-out is a fact of life due to fatigue or depletion of 

materials. A product's useful life is limited by its shortest-lived component. A product 
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manufacturer must assure that all specified materials are adequate to function through 

the intended product life. 

Note that the bathtub curve is typically used as a visual model to illustrate the 

three key periods of product failure and not calibrated to depict a graph of the 

expected behavior for a particular product family. It is rare to have enough short-term 

and long-term failure information to actually model a population of products with a 

calibrated bathtub curve. 

3.2.3 Accelerated Testing 

Why do we need the accelerated testing? 

During the technology development, it is hard to quantify the bathtub curve as the 

time until a failure occurs is over a period of months to years. To solve this problem, 

we use accelerated testing to simulate the filed use reliability degradation 

mechanisms. The validity of accelerated testing is based on two assumptions: 

(1) The failure mechanisms can only be quantified if they are observed. 

(2) Accelerated testing is a “clock multiplier” to observe failures in a reasonable 

time. 

The following table shows the common variables and their respective affecting 

fields in the semiconductor industry [31].  

Variables Affecting fields 
Voltage Dielectrics, transistor 

Temperature Dielectrics, transistor, interconnect 
Current Interconnect 

Humidity Packaging 
Mechanical stress/vibration Packaging 
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The time-to-failure modeling with accelerated testing is an exact application of 

accelerated tests. With the help of accelerated testing, the time-to-failure (TTF) of a 

sample can be modeled as  

Tk
E

N B

A

eATTF
−

− ∗∗= ξ .  

Here ξ  is the generalized stress, which brings about an irreversible change in the 

material’s properties and causes fails,  is the Arrhenius activation energy, A is a 

process dependent coefficient, and N is the stress dependent coefficient.  

AE

 

3.3 Ultrathin Gate Dielectric Reliability 

3.3.1 Physical Mechanisms of Dielectric Breakdown  

There are two categories of oxide failures: the extrinsic and intrinsic failures. The 

extrinsic failures occur as a result of defects in the oxide or problems associated with 

the fabrication of the oxide. Those failures tend to occur early in the life of the oxide. 

They also have a different distribution than intrinsic failures. This can result in a 

bimodal distribution if the poor quality oxides are included in the accelerated tests. 

Intrinsic failures are failures due to breakdown in the defect-free oxide. Intrinsic 

failures determine the true lifetime of a high quality oxide.   

The exact physical mechanism of oxide breakdown is still not known [33]. The 

general idea is that a driving force such as the applied voltage or the tunneling 

electron current creates defects in the gate oxide. The effects accumulate with time 

and eventually reach a critical density and trigger a sudden loss of the dielectric 

properties. Thus the defect generation is critical to understand the mechanisms of 
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oxide breakdown. Currently, there are three main theories established for the defect 

generation, the anode hole injection model, the anode hydrogen release model, and 

the voltage driven model.  

Anode hole injection model (AHI) 

This model was established on the evidence that tunneling electrons must be the 

driving force for wearout and breakdown in ultrathin SiO2[34, 35]. According to this 

model, the oxide breakdown is caused by holes injected from the anode. Electrons 

injected from the cathode into the oxide cause impact ionization events generating 

holes. Those holes inject back from the anode and trapped in the oxide near the 

cathode. They will distort the band diagram and increase the electric field near the 

cathode, and consequently enhance the electron tunneling current. In the direct 

tunneling regime, which is the dominating tunneling process with ultrathin gate 

oxides, the energy of the tunneling electrons is proportional to the applied gate 

voltage [36]. When considering a physical process for defect creation in thin oxides, 

it is important to consider the energy required for such a process to occur. At energies 

below those required for anode impact ionization, anode hole injection was believed 

to take place via surface plasma process [36, 37]. This process requires electrons with 

energies greater than 7 eV for hot hole injection and subsequent trapping.  

The AHI model was questioned when the origin of substrate current could be 

linked to physical mechanisms other than tunneling holes. These mechanisms include 

generation recombination processes in the substrate and photo excitation processes 

due to photons generated by energetic electrons in the gate region[38, 39]. However, 

recent experimental evidence and modeling have demonstrated that AHI can indeed 
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be operative in ultrathin oxides at low gate voltages. It is showed that bulk defect 

generation is increased significantly and  decreased for devices with lightly doped 

n

bdQ

+ polysilicon gate electrodes[10].  

 
Anode hydrogen release model (AHR) 

There is evidence for a defect generation mechanism involving the release of 

atomic hydrogen from the anode by energetic tunneling electrons [40]. It has been 

know that hydrogen can induce a number of defects in silicon dioxide films by 

internationally exposing MOS devices to hydrogen [41-43]. A trap creation process 

attributed to the release of atomic from the Si/ SiO2 interface has been shown to have 

a threshold voltage of approximately 5.0 V [40]. This process has been shown to 

continue at the voltage as low as 1.2 V, which includes the regime of circuit operating 

voltages. There is evidence for hydrogen involvement in defect generation and 

breakdown. It was shown that exposure of bare SiO2 films to atomic hydrogen 

radicals, in the absence of any electric field, will produce electrically active defects 

essentially identical to those produced by electrical stress or radiation. 

The primary argument against the hydrogen release model for oxide breakdown is 

the observation that  does not appear to improve if an isotope of hydrogen is used 

to passivate the Si/SiO

bdQ

2 interface [44]. It has been reported that deuterated oxide film 

has suppressed hydrogen desorption from the interface with silicon and consequently 

improved immunity to interfacial trap generation due to hot carrier injection.  
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E model  

Different from the AHI and AHR models, which are current driven, the E model 

suggests that the electrical field drives the defect generation and current flowing 

through the oxide plays a second role at most. This model considers the interaction of 

the electrical field with the dipole moments associated with oxygen vacancies in the 

SiO2. The dipole and electric field interaction reduces the activation energy for the Si-

Si bond breakage. The oxygen vacancy is the breakdown precursor. The E model 

assumes that the tunneling currents play no role in breakdown and the acceleration 

factor is constant independent of field electric field or gate voltage. The activation 

energy required to break the bond is reduced by the dipolar energy, leading to a 

quantitative prediction for the field dependence of the activation energy for dielectric 

breakdown, which agrees well with experiments. The distribution of energies of the 

weak bonds could account for a wide range of observations of the temperature and 

field dependence of SiO2 breakdown times, since the defect which dominates the 

breakdown process may change depending on stress conditions [45].  

The E model was hypothesized based on an electric field driven defect generation 

process that yielded the same observed dependence of oxide lifetime on electric field 

[46]. This model known as the E model indicated that the applied electric field 

interacts with the weak Si-Si bonds associated with oxygen vacancies in the 

amorphous SiO2 film. The applied electric field eventually breaks the weak bond and 

creates a permanent defect or trap. This defect is referred to as the 'E center, which is 

a structure in the SiO2, having an unpaired electron localized on a silicon atom, which 
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is bonded to three oxygen atoms. Tunneling electrons are not necessary in the E 

model to create defects.  

The E model has attained widespread acceptance. However, the exponential 

dependence on field is not proof of the validity of the particular physical model. As 

the SHEI experiment pointed out that the charge to breakdown  is strongly 

dependent on the substrate bias, even though the oxide field is fixed. Therefore  is 

correlated with the electron energy not the electric field. 

bdQ

bdQ

3.3.2 Dielectrics Stress Methodologies 

In order to predict the lifetime of devices correctly, proper accelerated stress tests 

are needed. Depending on the process technologies and test goals, three stress 

methods are commonly used in accessing the oxide reliability [47].   

Constant Voltage Stress (CVS) 

The constant voltage stress (CVS) is popularly used during the sample stresses. In 

this method, a constant stress voltage is applied to the device gate or substrate, and 

the current vs. time (I-t) characteristics are recorded. The oxide breakdown is 

characterized by a sudden increase of the current (hard breakdown), or when the gate 

current noise exceeds a specified current noise level, which corresponds to a soft 

breakdown event (soft breakdown). This breakdown is characterized by distribution 

parameters, thus a sufficient sample size is required to determine those parameters 

accurately. At a fixed stress voltage,  and  decrease with oxide thickness; 

therefore it is used often with ultrathin oxides tests.  

bdT bdQ

Ramp I-V 
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In a ramp I-V the gate voltage is increased rapidly from zero until a sudden 

increase in the gate leakage current is measured. In this measurement, the breakdown 

is monitored as a function of gate bias from which a breakdown field is determined. 

In principle different failure modes can be detected with this method. This method is 

beneficial for extrinsic distribution, and improves resolution.  

Constant Current Stress (CCS) 

Constant current stress (CCS) is another popular stress method. As stated by the 

name, a constant current is applied to the device, and the voltage vs. time 

characteristics (V-t) is recorded. It is found that the charge to breakdown,  is 

stress current dependent, and for a fixed stress current,  and  increase strongly 

for ultrathin oxides. Therefore, this method is often used in thicker oxides.  

bdQ

bdT bdQ

bdQ  vs.  bdT

bdQ  and  are two breakdown parameters critical to the gate oxide breakdown 

study. , defined as the time integrated current density that flows through the oxide 

until breakdown occurs is a physically meaningful quantity. However, the quantity of 

interest for an electronic component is the failure rate derived from the lifetime or 

time-to-breakdown, . For a constant voltage stress, , where J is the 

instantaneous value of the current density [48]. For ultrathin oxides, the current is 

nearly constant until breakdown (in remarkable contrast to thicker oxides), therefore 

bdT

bdQ

bdT BD

T

QJdt
BD

=∫
0

J
QT BD

BD = . Therefore  and  will yield comparable result with ultrathin oxide 

breakdown. 

bdT bdQ
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3.3.3 Lifetime Extrapolation Models 

E model 

E model is an empirical model for breakdown developed by observing the electric 

field dependence of TDDB data [49, 50]. When the logarithm of the time-to-failure 

was plotted against applied electric field, a straight line was observed, i.e. , 

where E is the electric field and 

E
BD et γ−∝

γ  is the electric field acceleration factor. 

Acceleration parameters for the electric field and temperature could be extracted from 

the model to allow extrapolation of oxide lifetime from accelerated stress conditions.  

1/E model 

The 1/E model is a popular breakdown model with ultrathin oxides. According to 

this model, a fraction of electrons entering the anode have sufficient energy to create 

hot holes that are injected back into oxide. The injected holes will generate defects in 

the oxide, and breakdown occurs when a critical hole fluency is reached. According 

to the 1/E model, the acceleration factor increases at smaller . OXE

1/E model was proposed based on anode hole injection [35, 51]. In this case, 

tunneling electrons (based on FN tunneling) transferred energy to holes in the anode, 

where they are injected into the oxide film. An earlier version of the model was based 

on a feedback mechanism where injected holes became trapped and modified the 

oxide potential barrier to enhance additional electron injection. Eventually, the 

positive feedback process caused a current runaway leading to breakdown. In this 

case, the time-to-failure was proportional to the inverse of applied electric field, 

i.e. , where E
BD et β∝ β  is the electric field acceleration factor. The reciprocal field 

dependence is a consequence of the FN tunneling current, which is the driving force 
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for the defect generation. At higher voltages (~9 V), holes can be generated in the 

oxide by impact ionization processes and subsequently trapped, leading to 

breakdown.  

Both the E model and the 1/E model assumed a temperature dependence of the 

form kT
E

BD

a

et ∝ ; where  is referred to as the thermal activation energy, k is 

Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature.  is due to different 

physical processes depending on the model assumed. In the E model, Ea is related to 

the enthalpy of activation for oxide breakdown or it is related to the temperature 

dependence of the hole generation coefficient and the slope of the FN tunneling 

characteristic in the 1/E model [52].  

aE

aE

The Unification of E and 1/E model 

The prediction of E model and 1/E model is quite different at the low electric 

field. However, this cannot be verified by direct test since  is extremely long with 

such low fields. In recent years, there have been efforts to unify these two models. 

First, it is shown that the field enhanced bond breaking and hole generation and 

trapping process coexist and degrade oxide. At high fields 1/E and at low fields E 

model prevails [53]. Another research pointed out that the dominant carriers were 

different at different fields. At high fields, the holes are the dominant factor and 

electrons dominate the low fields [54]. Similar results showed that E and 1/E are 

competing processes, the dominating mechanism depends on precursor mix and hole 

current density [55]. The molecular physics based complementary model also 

indicates that field and current induced oxide degradation occur simultaneously if one 

reaction dominates [45]. 

bdT
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Voltage driven model 

The validity of an electric field driven model becomes questionable after the 

observation of results from substrate hot electron injection experiments and the 

thickness and polarity dependence of ultrathin gate oxide breakdown. A 

thermochemical wearout process should only be related to the magnitude of the 

electric field and the length of time it is applied to the gate, not to the amount of 

charge injected. The substrate hot electron injection (SHEI) experiment shows that 

 is proportional to the inverse of the indicted current density [23]. Other 

experiments were conducted where changing the polysilicon gate doping while 

maintaining a fixed gate voltage can modulate the electric field [10, 56]. The results 

show that the lifetime is nearly independent of polysilicon doping, which is 

contradictory to the electric field driven model.  

bdT

Even though the voltage driven model is accepted as the correct model for the 

ultrathin gate dielectrics, there is a still question that how to extrapolate the device 

lifetime based on the accelerated tests.  

At first an exponential law was suggested as 

( )gbd VT γexp∝  

Here γ  is the stress voltage acceleration factor.  

However, it is found that γ  is not constant for different , even for the same 

oxide thickness [57]. The measured  and  at lower voltages are much higher 

than expected from the exponential law extrapolation based on high voltage data and 

there is a systematic concave line up of the data, leading to higher 

gV

bdT bdQ

γ  at lower 

voltages [57, 58].  
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To solve this problem, an empirical power law is established as  

n
gbd VT −∝  

Based on the experimental data, n~44 is extrapolated. However, it is difficult to 

explain with a simple physical process. Recently, the multiple hydrogen release 

model is used to explain the power law dependence [59, 60]. However, it is still too 

early to draw conclusions.  

3.4 Statistics and Percolation Theory of Breakdown 

 
Projection of dielectric lifetime of a product from data collected by stressing test 

devices under accelerated test conditions requires a number of correct models and 

assumptions. The voltage and temperature must be accurately extrapolated from the 

accelerated test conditions. Scaling from the area of the test structure to that of the 

product must be performed with the proper model. Finally, the choice of the failure 

distribution must be correct, especially, since the 100 ppm level is usually specified 

requiring accurate estimation of the low failure rate tails.  

Lognormal statistics have been used for some time to fit reliability data from 

accelerated life tests to induce various failure mechanisms such as electromigration 

and oxide breakdown [61-64]. There has been discussion concerning the validity of 

lognormal statistics for thin oxide breakdown. Although lognormal statistics may fit 

failure data over a limited sample set, it has been demonstrated that the Weibull 

distribution more accurately fits large samples of TDDB failure data, particularly, at 

lower failure rates. More importantly, lognormal statistics does not predict the 

observed area dependence of  for ultrathin gate oxides. Furthermore, the Weibull bdT
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shape parameter β  is experimentally observed to decrease as the oxide thickness is 

decreased. The model based on percolation theory has been proposed to explain the 

oxide thickness dependence of β  and how it relates to , the number of defects at 

breakdown.  

bdN

According to the percolation theory, the defects are generated randomly 

throughout the gate oxide film. As the defects generation continues, the defect density 

increases. When the defect density reaches a critical value , the defects will 

connect each other and finally can connect the both edges of the oxide film, which 

leads to the breakdown of the oxide. If this is true, the thinner oxide will have a lower 

critical defect density, and a larger area device will have a larger probability to have a 

conduction path with the same oxide thickness and defect density. In this way, the 

area dependence of the breakdown can also be explained.  

bdN

The  will decrease with decreasing oxide thickness. As the oxide thickness 

scaling down, one defect will be enough to create the breakdown path, which means 

that  becomes constant instead of decreasing with thinner oxide.  

bdN

bdN

The statistics of gate oxide breakdown are described using the Weibull 

distribution ( )
β

α
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛−

−=
x

exF 1 , where F is the cumulative failure probability; x is either 

the charge or time to breakdown. The characteristic life α is the 63.2% lifetime, and 

β  is the slope parameter or Weibull slope. Plotting ( )[ ]FLnLnW −−≡ 1  against 

 yields a straight line with slope ( )xLn β .  

The gate oxide failure is a weakest-link type of problem because failure of the 

whole chip is defined by the failure of the first individual device, and a device fails if 
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any small portion of the gate area of the device breakdown. From statistics, if the 

probability of any one unit failing is p  then the probability of any one of N 

independent units failing is  

( )NpF −−= 11 , 

 So that  

( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]pLnLnNLnFLnLn −−−=−− 11 .  

As predicted by the percolation model, the value of  will decrease with 

thinner oxide thickness, showing by the wider failure distribution and smaller 

bdN

β .   

The Weibull plot thus has the extremely useful property that if the area is 

increased by a factor N then the curve shifts vertically by ( )NLn . If the desired low 

failure rate is  over the product lifetime  for the total gate area  on the 

chip, this is equivalent to a higher failure rate  in time  on the test structures 

with area . Then we get  

chipF lifeT oxA

testF testT

testA

( )
( )

βββ
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The assumption in the above equation is that β  is independent of . This 

equation is used to scale measured breakdown times to the expected product lifetime, 

or equivalently to estimate the chip failure rate from test structure measurements. 

Since  is less than , and  is typically less than , then  is larger 

than . So it is always necessary to use accelerated stress conditions. Thus it is 

important to understand the voltage dependence and is also reason so much attention 

is paid to the physical model for trap generation and breakdown. 

gV

chipF testF testA oxA testT

lifeT
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Another key characteristic of the percolation theory is the relationship between 

the Weibull distribution slope β  and the oxide thickness . With a thicker oxide, oxt β  

becomes lager. Many papers are published to establish this relationship [48, 65, 66]. 

With the help of Fig. 3.3, a simple model can be used to explain this.  

The bulk oxide can be considered as a lattice structure with a characteristic length 

. Thus if the oxide area is , the number of column is 0a A 2
0aAN = . With the similar 

definition, the number of cells in one column is 0atn OX= .  

Assume λ  is the fraction of defective cells, the cell cumulative failure 

distribution is then given as 

λ=cellF . 

If all the cells in one column are fail, the column will fail. Thus the failure 

distribution of the column is  

n
cellF λ= . 

Since the oxide breakdown is a weakest-link issue, the device failure distribution 

and the Weibit, W are given as 

( )NnF λ−−= 11  

( )[ ] ( )[ ]nNLnLnFLnLnW λ−−=−−= 11  

Since λ  usually is much less than 1, the above equation can be further simplified 

as  

( )[ ] ( ) ( )λλ nLnNLnNLnLnW n +≈−−= 1 .  
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Compared with the original model of the percolation theory, n is corresponding to 

the Weibull distribution slope β . Thus the relationship between the oxide thickness 

 and oxt β  is established as  

0a
tOX=β                                          (a)  

In this way, as the oxide thickness continues shrinking, β  will approaches to unit 

as  is equal or less than .  0aoxt

Fig. 3.4 shows the published data of the Weibull slope β  as a function of oxide 

thickness [48, 59, 67-70]. There are two characteristics of this figure. First, the 

Weibull slope β  has a linear relationship with the oxide thickness if the oxide 

thickness is thicker than about 2 nm, which can be explained well by equation (a). 

Second, as the oxide thickness continues shrinking, β  approaches unit. The reason 

for this is also very clear since one defect would cause the failure of the entire gate 

oxide, as the defect size is equal or smaller than the oxide thickness.  

It should be mentioned that although the percolation theory can predict the 

statistical behavior of breakdown well, the parameters extrapolated from it might not 

correspond to the real physical mechanisms. For example, the defect size extrapolated 

form it may not be the real physical dimensions. As we know, the defect generation 

inside the oxide is not uniform. There are more defects near the interface and source 

and drain region. However, percolation theory and the Weibull distribution are more 

reasonable and intuitive compared with other theories. At the same time, even though 

this theory was developed for the SiO2, it is still applicable to the other gate 

dielectrics. However, when the high-k dielectrics are used, an interfacial layer is 
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always inserted between the silicon substrate and the gate bulk oxide. Thus, even for 

the same structure, the Weibull slope will be quite different depends on the 

breakdown occurs at the bulk oxide or the interfacial layer. At the same time, the 

critical oxide thickness when β  approaches unit will also be different, depending on 

the exact physical structures of the defect. Further study in this area is still needed[71, 

72]. 
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Fig. 3.1. The bathtub curve of the product lifetime. 
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Fig. 3.2. The comparison of 1/E model and E model. 
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Fig. 3.3. The cell based percolation theory. 
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Fig. 3.4. The relation ship between Weibull slope and the oxide thickness. 
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Chapter 4:  

Negative Bias Temperature Instability 
 

4.1 Introduction 

In the modern semiconductor industry, statistical physics and the physics of 

understanding how complex systems interact will become increasingly important 

especially as we enter the era of megascale integration and SOC IC production. This 

is especially true for variance and defect interactions that become magnified when 

investigating the electrical output characteristics as device geometry shrinks [73]. 

For the next generation of SOC and IC products, there is a new barrage of 

challenge for us to overcome[74, 75]. Those challenges have critical impact on 

product yield, product reliability, chip testability/performance prediction, and 

understanding of the process integration. Among the key problems affecting the 

semiconductor industry are Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), gate oxide 

leakage current, power consumption, etc. As devices are scaled and the density on 

chip increases, the probability of a circuit encountering lethal accelerated NBTI 

degradation increases. Hence, the impact of NBTI on yield is expected to increase as 

SOC complexity and integration increase. 
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4.2 Static NBTI 

4.2.1 Degradation Phenomena 

pMOSFETs suffer NBTI when stressed with negative gate voltages at elevated 

temperatures. The typical stress condition of NBTI is 100-250 oC and less than 6 

MV/cm oxide electrical fields. A higher electrical field will lead to hot carrier 

degradation. This stress condition is typical during the burn in. However, it is also 

approached in high performance ICs during the routine operation. Fig. 4.1 shows the 

trend in electric fields for CMOS circuits, showing that oxide electrical fields of the 

magnitude to generate NBTI are typical in today’s circuits[76]. 

The main characteristics of NBTI are decreases of drain current  and 

transconductance , and the absolute off current , and threshold voltage  

increase. The threshold voltage  and flatband voltage  of a MOSFET are given 

by (1) and (2) respectively [15].  
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The fixed oxide charge  and the interface-trapped charge density  are the 

two factors determine the threshold voltage shift. Positive increases in them will lead 

to the negative threshold voltage shift.  
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During the NBTI degradation, the threshold voltage will shift to the negative 

direction, thus either the interface traps or the fixed oxide charges will change during 

the NBTI stress. 

The simplest form of the driving current  and transconductance  of a 

MOSFET are given as 

onI mg

( )2
2 thgoxeffon VVC

L
WI −= µ           

( thgoxeffm VVC
L

Wg −= µ )            

As shown by those two equations, the parameters leading to  and  

degradation are the threshold voltage shift and the mobility 

onI mg

effµ  change. The mobility 

degradation mainly comes from the interface trap generation, leading to additional 

surface-related scattering. 

NBTI mainly occurs to pMOSFETs and appears to be negligible for positive gate 

voltage and for either positive or negative gate voltages in nMOSFETs as shown in 

Fig. 4.2.  

The reason of this phenomenon can be well explained by the interface traps 

behavior of nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs. An interface trap in MOSFETs is an 

interface trivalent Si atom with an unsaturated valence electron at the SiO2/Si 

interface, denoted by . The •≡ SiSi3 ≡  represents three complete bonds to other Si 

atoms and the * represents the fourth, unpaired electron in a dangling bond.  

Interface traps are electrically active defects with an energy distribution 

throughout the Si band gap. Acted as generation/recombination centers, they 

contribute to low frequency noise, leakage current, and reduced mobility, drain 
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current, and transconductance. Once occupied by electrons or holes, the device 

threshold voltage will shift by equation (1). 

Interface traps act as acceptor-like or donor-like depending on their relative 

position to the band gap [77]. Acceptor-like interface traps are neutral when they are 

empty and negative when occupied by electrons. Donor-like interface traps are 

positive when they are empty and neutral when occupied by electrons. Depending on 

its relative position to the Fermi energy level, an interface trap will be occupied by an 

electron or empty.  

As shown by Fig. 4.3, at flatband condition electrons occupy the states in the 

lower half of the band gap, and those traps are neutral. Those between mid gap and 

the Fermi energy are negatively charged since they are occupied acceptor states. 

Those above the Fermi level are unoccupied acceptors states and they are neutral. For 

a pMOSFET device, the fraction of interface traps between mid gap and the Fermi 

level is unoccupied donors, when the device is in inverted state. Those interface traps 

are positively charged, thus leading to the negative threshold voltage shift in a 

pMOSFET.  

Since the interface traps are acceptors in the upper half of the band gap and 

donors in the lower half of the band gap, they affect the threshold voltage shift in 

nMOSFET and pMOSFET differently. At flatband condition, the interface trap 

charge in nMOSFET is positive and in pMOSFET is negative. At inversion condition, 

the interface trap charge is negative in nMOSFET and positive in pMOSFET. 

However, the fixed oxide charge is positive, thus at inversion nMOSFET: itf QQ − , 

pMOSFET: . Hence the pMOSFET is more vulnerable to NBTI stress [78]. itf QQ +
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4.2.2 NBTI Mechanisms 

After first been studied by Deal [79], NBTI has been a hot spot and many models 

for the physical mechanisms have been established. Among those models, holes 

injected into the oxide, tunneling electrons and electrochemical reactions were the 

main subjects.  

Hole trapping model 

The hole trapping model is based on avalanche hole injection measurements on 

unstressed MOS capacitors and the NBTI tests[80-82]. This model proposes that the 

negative midgap voltage shift, which is believed to be a measure of the change of 

positive oxide charge without the contribution from interface states, is due to the 

filling of intrinsic hole traps. All the positive charge generated by preceding negative 

bias stress can be removed by the positive bias stress. But the exact mechanism for 

hole injection into the oxide is still unknown.  

Thermally assisted electron tunneling model 

The thermally assisted electron tunneling model was established by Breed[83, 

84]. According to this model, the neutral or positive centers, which cause the charge 

trapping, are located near the interface in the oxide. Under negative bias stress, the 

centers are excited. The electrons in the excited states then tunnel into empty states of 

the conduction band of the silicon. This process is a thermally assisted tunneling 

process.   

Reaction-Diffusion model 

Several authors proposed the electrochemical reaction model, or the Reaction-

Diffusion model, which has been accepted by many researchers in recent years [85-
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88]. This model explains the NBTI effect in terms of electrochemical reactions. Fig. 

4.4 shows the schematic diagram of this model.  

Basically, there are two reactions in this model.  

BSiSiAXSiSi +≡⇔+−≡ ∗
33          

BSiOpCXSiO +≡⇔++−≡ ++
33            

bulkerfacenti BB ⇔   (Diffusion) 

Here, Si3≡Si-X is a trivalent silicon, a defect near the interface. X, A, B, and C 

are unknown neutral species. Si3≡Si• is a neutral trivalent silicon backboned by three 

other silicon atoms, functioning as an interface trap near the interface. O3≡Si+ is a 

positively charged species, serving as a positive charge in the oxide.  

The first reaction accounts for the interface trap generation. The trivalent silicon 

reacts with A and produces the interface trap and B. There are different definitions for 

A and B. Some suggest A as a hydrogen ion and B a hydrogen atom. But there are 

also some suggestions in different ways. The second reaction is for the fixed oxide 

charge generation reaction. There are a number of suggestions for the C species as 

well. The diffusion of the product B would produce the phenomenon of NBTI. There 

are also some other variant electrochemical reaction models, which explain the NBTI 

effect with one electrochemical reaction. It is clear that regardless of mechanism, 

holes certainly play an important role in the NBTI effect.  
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4.2.3 Device Lifetime Extrapolation 

In order to precisely predict the lifetime of the device experienced NBTI 

degradation, a correct model is needed. Generally, a threshold voltage shift thV∆  

caused by NBTI can be expressed as  

( ) ( ) ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −=∆

kT
E

VftAfV a
gth exp21 . 

Here  and  are functions account for the time dependence and gate voltage 

dependence.  

1f 2f

Based on the physical mechanisms and experimental data, several models for the 

time dependence have been suggested.  

Logarithmic time dependence 

( )tALogVth =∆  

This model was established on the ideal of charge trapping, wherein carriers 

tunnel into existing traps[79]. According to this model, the NBTI is field accelerated, 

and there is little or no temperature activation. The saturation behavior is due to the 

finite trap density. There is significant deviation at long time when using this model. 

However, it is frequently observed in recent high-k gate dielectrics experiments.  

Exponential time dependence 
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A single exponential time dependence model was established at first based on the 

first order reaction, which was limited by the hole concentration[85]. Different from 
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the logarithmic time dependence, this model suggested the temperature activation 

from the reactions. Later, a two-exponential model was further suggested[89, 90].  

Power law time dependence 

n
th AtV =∆  

The power law model was based on the reaction diffusion mechanism. According 

to this model, the hydrogen profile determines the time dependency[86, 87]. The 

temperature dependence arises from the reaction and diffusion processes and the 

saturation behavior comes from the diffusion barrier or the available Si-H bonds. 

Compared with the other two models, this model has the most observed features and 

is widely accepted. 

4.2.4 NBTI Impact on Circuits 

In CMOS circuits, NBTI leads to timing shifts and potential circuit failure due to 

increased spreads in signal arrival in logic circuits. Asymmetric degradation in timing 

paths can lead to non-functionality of sensitive logic circuits and hence leads to 

product field failures. 

In the analog mixed signal circuit, NBTI is a concern because  shifts are a 

major reliability issue, especially in matching applications where circuit operation 

may force matched transistors into asymmetrical bias conditions resulting in a 

significant asymmetric stress induced mismatch [91]. Even though the analog design 

techniques can avoid some of these issues and minimize the NBTI stress conditions, 

this will increase the expense of design complexity and potential performance 

tradeoffs. There are have been reports of the NBTI effects on the current mirrors and 

operational amplifiers [92].  

thV
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NBTI stress induced degradation in digital device saturation drive current leads to 

significant timing issues. The induced threshold voltage shift will lead to reduced 

current and frequency degradation of ring oscillators and reduced standard random 

access memory noise margin[92]. For digital circuits, NBTI can affect the FPGA 

performance [93], the ring oscillator, SRAM static noise margin [92] and 

microprocessors [94]. 

4.3 Dynamic NBTI of Ultrathin SiO2

4.3.1 Introduction 

Recent studies have shown that a fraction of NBTI degradation can be annealed if 

the applied gate voltage is removed [95-98]. In the real circuits, the electronic device 

experienced more the pulsed stresses rather than the static stresses. Thus, to 

accurately assess the NBTI degradation of devices under dynamic stress conditions 

becomes an important task.   

Since there are two factors influencing the NBTI degradation, the interface traps 

and the fixed oxide charge, the reduction of either of them will cause the relaxation of 

NBTI degradation. Based on the Reaction-Diffusion model, the dynamic NBTI was 

explained by the generation and annealing of interface traps [99]. However, there are 

also other reports suggested the fixed oxide charge was the main factor, and the 

interface trap density remained constant with different stress conditions [100].  

In the following paragraphs, the Dynamic NBTI degradation of ultrathin SiO2 was 

studied at first. The NBTI degradation of HfO2 device is at the second part. 
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4.3.2 Devices and Experimental Setup 

Surface channel dual-gate pMOSFETs with 2.0 nm and 5.0 nm gate oxide 

thickness are used in this study. The channel width is 10.0 mµ , and the length is 0.25 

mµ .   

Constant voltage stresses are applied to the gate under dc and unipolar-pulsed 

stresses with source, drain, and substrate grounded as shown in Fig. 4.5. For the 

pulsed stress, the amplitude is identical to the dc stress voltage during the pulse “on” 

phase and was zero during the pulse “off” phase. The duty cycle is maintained at 50 

%. The stress was periodically interrupted, and the drain saturation current  was 

measured immediately.  

onI

4.3.3 Results and Discussion 

Briefly speaking, during the NBTI stress, the threshold voltage shift  is 

caused by the fixed oxide charges and the interface trapped charges, as shown by: 
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Here φs is the surface potential, and COX is the oxide capacitance per unit area.  

 is extrapolated from the linear region of the drain current vs. gate voltage ( -

) measurement [16].  

thV dI

gV

Fig. 4.7 shows the  under negative unipolar voltage stress with pulse 

repetition frequencies up to 100 kHz. According to this figure,  exhibits 

significant frequency dependence. 

thV∆

thV∆

thV∆  decreases as the frequency increases, and 
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with a frequency of 500 kHz or higher, thV∆  is only about half of that under dc stress 

condition, which is also observed by the other researchers [95].  

Drive current, , is an important factor in determining the speed of CMOS 

circuits.  and  have similar shit behavior with the NBTI stress, which is 

explained by the simplest relation between them: 

onI

onI thV

( )2
2 thGOXon VVC

L
WI −= µ . 

Here, W and L are the device channel width and length respectively, µ is the 

effective mobility of minority carries. However,  and  are not simply related by 

square root since there is also mobility degradation during the NBTI stress, which is 

due to the generation of the interface states. Compared with ,  shows the 

similar dependence on frequency, as shown in Fig. 4.9. 

onI thV

thV onI

One of the possible explanations for the frequency dependence is that the damage 

caused by NBTI during the stress on period is reduced or annealed during the stress 

off period.  

We monitored the recovery of  in detail as a means to evaluate the damage 

caused by NBTI after the stress termination, as shown in Fig. 4.10. Although the 

monitoring of  is more preferable, we cannot conduct that test as fast as I

onI

thV on, since 

Id-Vg measurement takes a longer time. As pointed out by some reports, the time 

between the measurements is critical for the study of NBTI. The data in this plot were 

taken every 1 s after the stress terminated. 

Apparently, the  recovery data at each test could not fit a simple straight line, 

which implies the existence of multiple mechanisms. This is further confirmed by the 

onI
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extrapolated activation energy using the data in Fig. 4.10 as shown in Fig. 4.11. A 

chemical reaction process is related with unique activation energy, which is the 

minimal energy needed. 

Obviously, the activation energy associated with recovery is much higher right 

after the NBTI stress terminates and saturates later, which suggests the existence of at 

least two different processes. The first process has higher activation energy, has faster 

annealing rate, and happens earlier. The second process has lower activation energy, 

has slower annealing rate and dominates the later period. The first process may 

happen so fast that we cannot get the exact value due to the equipment time response 

limit. The observed decreasing period should be the transient period from the first 

process to the second one.   

onI

Since both reactions (1) and (2) can be reversible, the recovery of NBTI could be 

attributed to the annealing of either fixed oxide charges or interface traps, or a 

combination of the two.  

At first, the annealing of interface traps is discussed. It has been reported that, 

different from NBTI (which includes both interface trap generation and positive 

charge formation), the positive bias temperature instability (PBTI) only results in 

interface trap generation, and the final saturation level is fixed by the number of 

defects in the device [101]. Thus, the study of the frequency dependence of PBTI will 

reveal whether there is annealing of interface traps, as shown in Fig. 4.12. This shows 

that there is almost no frequency dependence of  with PBTI, at least in the 

frequency range from dc to 10 kHz. This suggests that the annealing of PBTI, or 

interface traps during the stress off period within each pulse, is much smaller or 

thV
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negligible. The interface traps generated by PBTI and NBTI should be the same as 

identical devices are tested.  

Additional tests are performed to study the annealing of interface traps during the 

stress off period as shown by Fig. 4.13.  

In this figure, we compare the annealed fraction of cpI∆  and . They are 

defined as: 
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Here,  is the threshold voltage at 1000 s, at which the stress is turned off, 

 is the threshold voltage measured at time t, and  is the initial threshold 

voltage for a fresh device.  is defined in a similar way.  

(1000thV )

( )tthV ( )0thV

cpI

If the annealing is mainly associated with interface traps, the annealing of cpI∆  

will be comparable to that of thV∆ . However, we see the annealing of  is much 

larger, thus the annealing of fixed oxide charges is dominating. We believe the earlier 

recovery shown in Fig. 4.8 is related with the annealing of fixed oxide charge, which 

is the product mainly from a chemical reaction at the interface, while the later process 

is because of the annealing of interface traps, as it is associated with diffusion 

process, which happens at a lower rate.  

thV∆

It has been reported that fixed oxide charges could be reduced or detrapped with a 

positive gate bias following the NBTI stress [102]. Based on reaction (1), one would 

argue interface traps would show similar behavior. One provable test is the bipolar 
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stress test in which the device is stressed with negative gate bias and positive gate 

bias one after another. If both fixed oxide charges and interface traps reduce with an 

alternative gate bias stress, the resulting thV∆  will reduce consequently. However, 

Fig. 4.14 shows that  under bipolar stress is larger. This means that there is not 

only no reduction but also the amount of increase of  induced by increased 

interface traps during the positive bias period could be larger than the reduced amount 

caused by the reduction of fixed oxide charges. This may further suggest that 

alternative gate bias stress will probably not reduce the degradation caused by NBTI. 

thV∆

thV

As discussed earlier,  consists of the change of the fixed oxide charge and 

interface traps. Thus the reduction of 

thV∆

thV∆  could only come from the reduction or 

annealing of fixed oxide charge. Recent studies have also confirmed that, during the 

NBTI stress, the interface traps density is almost independent of the gate voltage 

frequency [102]. 

Following this argument, we can establish a model to explain the frequency 

dependence of NBTI. The parameter shift, such as  shift, could be expressed as: thV

( ) ( ) ( )[ ffdcit
OX

fth QQ
C

V ∆+∆=∆
1 ]               ( 3 ) 

( )fthV∆  is  shift with unipolar stress, thV ( )dcitQ∆  is the interface traps change with 

dc stress, and  is the fixed oxide charge changes with unipolar stress and is a 

function of gate voltage frequency. 

( )ffQ∆

For a unipolar stress condition, the fixed oxide charge density will increase during 

the stress on period ( ) and decrease during the stress off period ( ), as the ont offt
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generation of fixed oxide charge can be reversible. By assuming the first order 

kinetics, we can create the following equations.  

During the nth stress off period: 
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Here  and  are the upper trace and lower trace of  respectively, f is 

the frequency of the gate voltage, and 

maxQ minQ ( )ffQ

onτ  and offτ  are time constants for the stress on 

and off period respectively.  

After a certain time, the system will be in a quasi-equilibrium condition, that is 
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To simplify the problem by assuming there is no mobility degradation during the 

NBTI stress, we can directly use this model to fit the ∆Ion data we get at different 

frequencies, as in Fig. 4.15. All the data in this figure are normalized to the dc stress 

data. 

By this model, we find the parameter shift caused by NBTI will be largely 

reduced in the unipolar stress conditions. And this kind of reduction will almost 

saturate at higher repetition frequencies. This can also explain the reason some 
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reports did not observe the independence at higher frequencies [95]. The fit 

parameters are 0.4 s and 1 s for τon and τoff, respectively. 

In order to determine experimentally the time constants τon and τoff, we conduct 

two tests. In these tests, the pulse on (off) period is set to be 5 ms, and the pulse off 

(on) period varies from 2 sµ  up to 104 ms. The total effective (DC) stress time is 

1000 s for both tests.  is plotted against the pulse frequency as in Fig. 4.16. 

Based on these tests, 

thV∆

onτ  will be at the order of 100 ms, and offτ  will be at least one 

order higher than onτ , which is consistent with our model. 

 

4.3.4 Conclusion 

The root course of the NBTI reduction with unipolar stress was discussed. It was 

found that the annealing of NBTI under unipolar stress is mainly due to the annealing 

of fixed oxide charge. The annealing of interface traps is a much slower process 

compared with that of fixed oxide charges. A model based on the fixed oxide charge 

generation and annealing was established to explain the reduced NBTI under the 

unipolar stress conditions.  

4.4 Dynamic NBTI of HfO2 Devices 

4.4.1 Introduction 

As the scaling trend of CMOS goes on, new gate materials other than silicon 

dioxide are inevitably needed [2]. HfO2 has been studied extensively and believed to 

a promising candidate [103, 104]. Before integrated into circuit, the reliability of the 

devices made with HfO2 need to be characterized. One of the important problems 
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with the CMOS devices is the NBTI phenomenon, which influences the threshold 

voltage ( ) and driving current ( ) of pMOSFETs [76]. Compared with SiOthV onI 2, 

with which high quality gate oxide can be achieved routinely, there exist more defects 

and traps inside HfO2. It has been reported these bulk traps influence the  stability, 

thus the device performance [13, 105]. Several papers have been published on the 

NBTI of HfO

thV

2 devices [90]. In those papers, the interface traps were evaluated using 

the charge pumping measurement, or the dc current-voltage method. However, the 

contribution of bulk traps to NBTI degradation needs further study. In this work, we 

evaluated the NBTI degradation of HfO2 devices at different pulse bias stress 

conditions and compared them with SiO2 control samples. The contribution of bulk 

traps are found to be important in NBTI study of HfO2 devices and will influence the 

device lifetime extrapolation.   

4.4.2 Device and Experimental Setup 

The devices used in this work are HfO2/Hf silicate hybrid stacks pMOSFETs. The 

gate dielectrics were fabricated by metal organic chemical vapor deposition 

(MOCVD), post deposition annealing (PDA) with NH3 at 700 oC for 60 s. The 

equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) is 1.7 nm. Between the HfO2 bulk oxide and silicon 

substrate, there is an interfacial layer of SiO2 with a thickness of 1.0 nm. For 

comparative study, a SiO2 control wafer with an EOT of 2.0 nm is used. The channel 

width is 10 µm and the channel length 0.25 mµ . Constant voltage stresses (CVS) are 

applied to the gate with dc and unipolar pulse stresses while the source, the drain, and 

the substrate are grounded. For the pulsed stress, the amplitude is identical to the dc 
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stress voltage during the pulse “on” phase and was zero during the pulse “off” phase, 

and the duty cycle is maintained at 50 %. Unless specifically pointed out, the devices 

tested in this study are stressed with a –2.0 V dc or unipolar stress voltage. All the 

devices are stressed with equivalent time. The stress is periodically interrupted and 

the monitoring tests are performed immediately. 

4.4.3 Results and Discussion 

The Frequency Dependence 

The NBTI degradation is first investigated by measuring the thV∆  as a function of 

stress time, gate voltage and ambient temperature.  is determined using the 

constant current method [28]. It was found that when stress by dc gate voltages, 

thV

thV∆  

of HfO2 shows the similar trend as SiO2 devices, except with different parameters, 

this is also observed by other reports [90]. A typical thV∆  time evolution is shown in 

Fig. 4.17.  

The frequency dependence of NBTI degradation of SiO2 devices has been widely 

reported and several models have also been proposed to explain this behavior [100, 

106]. For the HfO2 devices in this study, we observed similar behavior, as shown in 

Fig. 4.18. 

In this figure, we compared the thV∆  of HfO2 and SiO2 devices. For better 

understanding, Fig. 4.19 shows the normalized thV∆  data with the dc stress condition 

set to be 1. Compared with SiO2 control devices, HfO2 devices show several 

noticeable features. 
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First, the  of HfOthV∆ 2 is much larger than SiO2 devices as shown in Fig. 4.18. The 

oxide thickness difference itself cannot cause such a larger difference. This is must 

because of the intrinsic characteristics difference of the gate oxide, as we know there 

are larger interface trap density and bulk defects in HfO2 gate oxide. 

Second, the  of both devices are significantly reduced at higher stress 

frequencies. With a 10 MHz gate voltage stress, the 

thV∆

thV∆  is only around 50% of that 

caused by dc stress for both devices. This suggests there are time constants associated 

with the generation and relaxation of positive oxide charges and/or interface traps. It 

is believed that the injected holes generate the oxide traps [102]. With a higher 

frequency, i.e. a shorter stress on time, fewer oxide traps are generated. Possibly, the 

models proposed to explain this behavior of SiO2 can also be adopted for HfO2 

devices. 

At last, more importantly, the frequency dependence of HfO2 and SiO2 devices at 

middle frequencies are different. For example, thV∆  of a 1 KHz stress voltage is 

about 80 % of that caused by dc stress with HfO2 devices. However, for the SiO2 

devices, this ratio is about 60 %. In a separate study, we have demonstrated that for 

the SiO2 devices, this dependence is found to be independent of gate oxide thickness 

[100]. Therefore, we believe the bulk traps inside the gate oxide could be one of 

reasonable explanations.     

The Contribution of Bulk Traps 

Besides the positive oxide charges, the generation of oxide traps can cause 

reduced drain driving current, increased threshold voltage. It is believed that there is a 

large quantity of bulk traps inside the high-k dielectrics [13, 105, 107]. The charge 
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pumping measurement is widely used to detect the trap density at and near the 

interface between the oxide and substrate. Since there are two interfacial layers in the 

high-k dielectric stacks, the conventional charge pumping measurement, in which the 

amplitude is fixed (FACP), cannot provide accurate information. In order to 

distinguish the bulk traps from the interface traps, a method called variable amplitude 

charge pumping (VACP) measurement was applied recently [13, 105]. A simplified 

setup is shown in Fig. 4.20. In our tests, we used both of these two methods to 

monitor the interface traps and bulk traps generation. 

With the conventional charge pumping measurement, the interface traps 

generation is given by (1). 

( )
qAf

II
qAf
I

N cptcpcp
tit

)0(1)(11
)(

−
=

∆
=∆                                 ( 1 )  

Here ( )tcpI 1  is the peak charge pumping current measured from substrate after 

stress time t, q is the electronic charge, A is the device area, and f is frequency. The 

charge pumping current measured from the amplitude variable charge pumping 

method is believed to be originated from the total oxide trap density including the 

bulk traps and the interface states. With a similar definition, this trap density increase 

is given by (2). 
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qAf

II
qAf
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N cptcpcp
ttrap

)0(2)(22
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−
=

∆
=∆                            ( 2 )  

( )tcpI 2  is the charge pumping current at a constant charge pumping amplitude after 

stress time t. Note this trap density is the sum of interface trap density and bulk trap 
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density. Thus, the bulk trap density generation is given by the total trap density 

generation subtracting the interface state generation, as (3).   

qAf
II

qAf
I

N cpcpbulk
bulk

12 ∆−∆
=

∆
=∆                                   ( 3 ) 

In this way, by measuring the charge pumping current change we can directly get 

the information of interface traps generation and bulk trap generation.  

We performed both charge pumping measurements on the HfO2 devices and the 

control SiO2 samples.  For the HfO2 devices, we observed the distinct generation of 

bulk traps in addition to the interface traps with stress time. But there is almost no 

bulk traps generation from SiO2 devices during the stress, which is similar to other 

reports [5, 6]. In addition to the dc stress, the same measurements were taken with 

different stress conditions. Fig. 4.21 shows the interface traps and bulk traps 

generations as a function of stress frequencies. 

Evidently, the generation of bulk traps also depends on the pulsed stress repetition 

frequency. At dc stress conditions, the increased charge pumping current due to the 

bulk traps is comparable to that due to the interface traps. However, at higher 

frequencies, the bulk trap generation is about one order lower than the interface trap 

generation. This means that the contribution of bulk traps to the NBTI degradation at 

high stress frequencies is negligible even though it accounts a larger portion at the dc 

stress condition. This could be also the reason why the frequency dependence of thV∆  

is distorted compared with the SiO2 control samples, since there is almost no bulk 

trap generation in the SiO2 devices. The exact reason for the lower generation of bulk 

trap at higher stress frequencies is still unclear. We suspect that those bulk traps are 

caused by the injected holes. However, compared with interface traps, these traps are 
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deep inside the oxide, thus it is more difficult for holes to reach those positions and 

create bulk traps when stressed with higher frequencies. 

In addition to the different response to pulsed stress frequencies, we found the 

generations of bulk traps and interface traps also have different temperature 

dependences as shown in Fig. 4.22. For the interface traps generation, the activation 

energy is 0.11 eV; however, the bulk traps generation has a much higher activation 

energy, which is 0.24 eV. This suggests the interface traps generation of HfO2 devices 

is less sensitive to the ambient temperature than bulk trap generation.   

To further study the influence of bulk traps NBTI degradation, we investigated 

the  at different temperatures. In this test, we especially compared the dc and 10 

MHz stress conditions. As we know, there are two factors that influence , the 

interface traps and trapped oxide charges. The oxide charge generation, which is 

mainly due to hole injection, is almost independent of temperature. Thus the 

activation energy extrapolated from the 

thV∆

thV∆

thV∆  mainly reflects the temperature 

dependence of interface traps. As shown in Fig. 4.23, the temperature dependences of 

SiO2 devices at dc stress and 10 MHz stress are quite similar with activation energies 

of 0.14 eV and 0.13 eV respectively. However, the situation for HfO2 devices is quite 

different. Even though the data don’t fit well to a straight line, the activation energy 

extrapolated from dc stress is quite different from the 10 MHz stress. According to 

our experimental data, under dc stress conditions, the activation energy of  is 

0.11 eV, while it is only 0.05 eV for the 10MHz stress. This clearly demonstrates the 

influence of bulk traps at different stress conditions, since we know from the previous 

thV∆
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test that the interface traps are less sensitive to stress temperature than bulk traps, and 

there are much less bulk traps generated with a 10 MHz gate voltage stress. 

In order to verify the influence of bulk traps, we add a 1.0 V, 10 s detrapping 

period before each Id-Vg and charge pumping measurement. According to our tests, 

this detrapping period will not stress the device. Thus any further difference should 

not be caused by the stress during this period. We found that the charge pumping 

current due to the bulk traps almost disappeared after this detrapping period, as shown 

in Fig. 4.24, indicating that there was no more contribution from the bulk traps to the 

degradation of the device. In other words, the trapped charges observed during the 

NBTI stress are due to preexisting bulk traps and no additional bulk traps are 

generated during the NBTI stress.   

Using this method, we did the similar temperature acceleration tests on the HfO2 

devices and the control SiO2 samples. In addition to the annealing of the bulk traps, 

the injected holes could also be neutralized by this detrapping period. As shown in 

Fig. 4.25, after the detrapping period, the activation energies extrapolated under the 

dc stress and 10 MHz stress conditions are almost the same, which is similar to the 

control SiO2 samples. Since the bulk traps and injected holes are already annualized 

during the detrapping period, these activation energies actually reflected the 

temperature sensitiveness of the interface traps. This could be the reason for the 

similar activation energies for two stress conditions of SiO2 and HfO2 respectively. In 

the HfO2 devices, there is a 1.0 nm SiO2 interfacial layer, thus we would expect 

similar interface traps. However, since the thickness of the interfacial layer is so 

small, the interface traps could have a structure of Hf3≡Hf• in addition to the Si3≡Si• 
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structure. This can be the reason for the different activation energies between HfO2 

devices and the control SiO2 samples. 

4.4.4 Conclusion 

The contribution of gate oxide bulk traps to NBTI degradation of HfO2 devices is 

evaluated and compared with SiO2 control samples. The thV∆  and oxide trap 

generation of HfO2 and SiO2 devices show the dependence of gate voltage 

frequencies. Besides interface traps, bulk traps also influence the NBTI degradation 

of HfO2, and this influence is also dependent on the stress conditions. At dc stress 

conditions, the bulk trap generation is comparable to that of interface traps, and thus 

plays an important role for the thV∆ , however it becomes negligible at higher 

frequency stresses. In addition to the different frequency response, the bulk trap 

generation also shows different temperature dependence than the interface traps. We 

found that interface traps generation has much higher activation energy than bulk 

traps, which also explain the different temperature dependences of at dc and high 

frequency stress conditions. We should be cautious when extrapolating the device 

lifetime based on the experimental data especially using the temperature acceleration 

tests, as the extrapolation will be quite different under the dc and pulsed stresses.   

thV∆
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Fig. 4.1. The electric field at different technology generations. 
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Fig. 4.2. The NBTI and PBTI of nMOSFET and pMOSFET. 
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Fig. 4.3. The band diagram of flat band (upper) and inversion condition (lower) of 
nMOSFET and pMOSFET. 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.4. The electrochemical reaction model of NBTI. 
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Fig. 4.5. The experimental set up for NBTI study. 
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Fig. 4.6. The stress waveforms for the pulsed NBTI study. 
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Fig. 4.7. The frequency dependence of thV∆ .  
Stress condition: Vstress=-3.0 V, T=150 oC. 
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Fig. 4.8.  vs. frequency, under negative unipolar bias stresses,  thV∆

Stress condition: Vstress=-3.0 V, T=150 oC. 
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Fig. 4.9. The frequency dependence of ∆Ion. 
Stress condition: Vstress=-3.0 V, T=150 oC. 
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Fig. 4.10.  The recovery of  at different temperatures. onI

Stress condition: Vstress=-2.0 V,  total stress time =1000 s. 
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Fig. 4.11. The activation energies extrapolated from data in Fig. 4.10.  

Two stages are observed. 
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Fig. 4.12.  under positive unipolar stress conditions with different frequencies, 

V
thV∆

stress=+3.0 V, T=150 oC. 
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Fig. 4.13. The annealing of ∆Icp and thV∆ . 

Stress condition: Vg=-3 V, T=75 oC, total stress time =1000 s. 
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Fig. 4.14.  under different bias stress conditions with a 10 kHz frequency, 

V
thV∆

stress=+3.0 / -3.0 V, T=150 oC. 
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Fig. 4.15. The model fitting of ∆Ion with different stress conditions and different oxide 

thickness. 
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Fig. 4.16. The measured time constants related with the stress on and stress off period. 
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Fig. 4.17.  The time evolution of thV∆  of HfO2 devices and the control SiO2 samples. 
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Fig. 4.18.  Comparison of the frequency dependence of thV∆  of HfO2 devices and the 

control SiO2 sample. Total stress time is 1000 s, stress temperature is 125 oC. 
For better view, the  frequency is set to be 0.01 Hz for the dc strees condition. 
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Fig. 4.19.  Comparison of the frequency dependence of normalized  of HfO2 devices 
and the control SiO2 sample. The data are taken from Fig. 4.18. The line fitting is only 
for better view. 

thV∆

For better view, the frequency is set to be 0.01 Hz for the dc stress condition. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.20. The two charge pumping measurements. In FACP, the VBase is swept; in 
VACP, the VTop is swept. 
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Fig. 4.21. The frequency dependence of generations of interface traps and bulk traps. 
Total stress time is 1000 s, stress temperature is 125 oC. For better view, the frequency is 
set to be 0.01 Hz for the dc stress condition. 
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Fig. 4.22. Different temperature acceleration factors of charge pumping currents due to 
interface traps and bulk traps. 
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Fig. 4.23. The temperature acceleration of generations of interface traps and bulk traps. 
Total stress time is 1000 s, stress temperature is 125 oC. 
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Fig. 4.24. The charge pumping current due to the bulk traps with and without detrapping 
period. 
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Fig. 4.25.  The temperature acceleration of thV∆ of HfO2 devices and control SiO2 devices 
at two stress conditions. The stress condition is the same with Fig. 4.24, except the 
addition of a detrapping period before each measurement. 
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Chapter 5 

Progressive Breakdown of Ultrathin Gate 

Dielectrics 

 

5.1 New Breakdown Phenomena of Advanced Gate Dielectrics 

5.1.1 Hard Breakdown and Soft Breakdown 

Dielectric breakdown has been defined as sudden loss of the insulating properties 

of the dielectric leading to a large leakage current increase through a localized spot 

caused by ohmic conduction, which is called hard breakdown. When stressed by a 

constant voltage, the manifestation of a hard breakdown event is the sudden increase 

of the leakage current. When stressed by a constant current source, the hard 

breakdown has a sudden change in the stress voltage. Thus, a hard breakdown event 

is easier to detect and define.  

As the semiconductor device enters into the ultrathin gate dielectric regime, the 

breakdown phenomenon also shifts from the hard breakdown to the soft breakdown 

[11, 108-111]. The soft breakdown in the dielectric only causes a current increase and 

it may be tolerable from the device point of view and may not be considered as a 
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circuit failure. The soft breakdown is also associated with an increase in the noise of 

the stress current, which can be used as a breakdown monitor.  

5.1.2 Definition of Failure 

The importance of the definition of a failure event is evident. However, with the 

noisy characteristics of soft breakdown, this definition is not as easy as the hard 

breakdown.  

One of the popular definitions is using the noise level of the leakage current as a 

signature [112-114]. A calculation example is given as follows using the 

methodology recommended by JEDAC. 

Let  be the n( )ngI th gate current data, then the noise can be calculated as: 

( )
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      As we can see from Fig. 5.1, after stressed 8200 s, the noise level increased at 

least one order, which clearly indicates the soft breakdown event. 

However, as we will see later, that the sudden increasing of the current noise may 

not be a good criterion for the final breakdown, which indicates the failure of the 

device and the whole circuit. In our following tests, we define an absolute current 

level of 200 Aµ  as the final breakdown.  

5.1.3 New Reliability Methodology 
 

There are several methodology models about soft breakdown. They are different 

as different soft breakdown mechanisms are adopted. 
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The first claims that the soft breakdown and hard breakdown are competing 

events with different origins [115, 116]. They have different statistical distributions, 

voltage accelerations and activation energies.  

The second model assumes that the soft breakdown and hard breakdown have a 

common failure mechanism [117]. The soft breakdown and hard breakdown 

statistically coincide, indicating they have the same defect generation and breakdown 

triggering process. Based on this model, a prevalence ratio methodology is used to 

predict the soft breakdown probability. In a breakdown experiment, the first 

breakdown of each sample is defined as soft breakdown or hard breakdown. The 

prevalence ratio ( SBDα ) is the fraction of samples that first experience soft 

breakdown, given by  

BD

SBD
SBD n

n
=α .  

The final breakdown distribution is give by , regardless of the first 

breakdown characteristics. A relationship between the final hard breakdown and the 

total breakdown event are established by the prevalence, given by  

HBDF

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )HBDBDFHBD LnFLnLnFLnLn α+−−=−− 11 .  

According to this theory, the same type of defect paths triggered the hard 

breakdown and soft breakdown, and the hard breakdown event would not be a 

consequence of lateral propagation of the soft breakdown spot to nearby regions.  

Another statistically independent successive breakdown model is also established 

based on this theory. The generation of breakdown paths is uniform and uncorrelated. 

This approach assumes that several statistically independent soft breakdowns occur 
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before the leakage current in the gate dielectric is large enough to cause circuit failure 

and those breakdown filaments are stable with subsequent stress time. It has been 

shown that the prevalence method and the successive breakdown approach are 

statistically compatible and can be related [117].  

Different from the statistically independent breakdown mode, a different mode 

called progressive breakdown has been observed where the breakdown path formed 

by the initial breakdown continue wear out as the stress continues [118-121]. This 

new breakdown behavior has been confirmed by many reports [122-124]. In order to 

precisely project the lifetime of a device, the progressive breakdown should be 

studied separately: the initial breakdown and the evolution of the breakdown path. 

5.1.4 Impact of Soft Breakdown 

At first, it is reported that there is no significant degradation after the soft 

breakdown on device characteristics, i.e. the device does not fail after soft breakdown 

under constant current stress and constant voltage stress [116].  

It is also found that hard breakdown occurs more likely for short channel devices 

in overlap regions and long channel device survives after soft breakdown [125]. Thus 

narrow devices are more sensitive to soft breakdown.  

The observation that some circuits remain functional even after a gate oxide 

breakdown has raised much interest in studying the physical mechanisms of post 

breakdown conduction in ultrathin gate oxides[118, 126-129]. Reported by many 

reports, the first gate oxide breakdown dose not necessarily imply the failure of the 

product, thus the circuit lifetime projection can be extended[126].  
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5.1.5 Dielectric Breakdown of HfO2  

As a result of the scaling of gate dielectrics, materials other than SiO2 are been 

incorporated into the device structures. HfO2 is among the promising candidates for 

replacing SiO2. Thus, detailed study of the HfO2 becomes important in order to 

develop lifetime extrapolation models.  

In order to increase the stability, an interfacial layer of SiO2 is always inserted 

between the silicon substrate and the HfO2 bulk oxide [130-135]. Thus a question is 

raised that if there is a breakdown event, where is the exact location of this 

breakdown event [136-139]. In the following experiments, we used the CVS tests to 

study the breakdown characteristics of HfO2 and compared them with SiO2. 

The devices used in this work are HfO2/Hf silicate hybrid stack pMOSFETs as 

shown in Fig. 5.2. The gate dielectrics were fabricated by metal organic chemical 

vapor deposition (MOCVD), post deposition annealing (PDA) with NH3 at 700 oC for 

60 s. The equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) is 2.2 nm. Between the HfO2 bulk oxide 

and silicon substrate, there is an interfacial layer of SiO2 with a thickness of 1.0 nm.  

Compared with a control SiO2 sample with an oxide thickness of 1.6 nm, there are 

two distinct features. 

First, the temperature acceleration factors are quite similar, as indicated by Fig. 

5.5. The activation energy for the HfO2 devices is 0.76 eV, and for SiO2 devices is 

0.83 eV.  However, this does not guarantee that the same breakdown path is formed, 

as it is find that the activation energy will change with different gate voltages [34, 46, 

140-142].  
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However, when comparing the voltage acceleration factors, there is a clear 

difference between these two kinds of devices. When plotted in a Logarithm-

Logarithm scale, as in Fig. 5.6, the SiO2 device shows a slope of 44.2, which is very 

consistent with other reports [44, 57]. For the HfO2 devices, a slope of 18.9 is 

obtained. Note that the number 44 is universal to SiO2 with different oxide thickness, 

stress voltages, and temperatures, according to the power law distribution. Thus, if the 

breakdown happens at the interfacial layer, a similar slope should still be observed. 

This may indicate a different breakdown pattern than the SiO2 devices.  

One of the possible reasons is that when the HfO2 devices are stressed with 

subjection injection, the breakdown is formed at the HfO2 bulk oxide inside of the 

SiO2 interfacial layer, as shown in Fig. 5.7. This observation is supported by some 

reports [71, 136], while contradictory to other reports [14, 72]. More work is still 

needed in this field.  

We also performed Substrate Hot Electron Injection (SHEI) experiment with 

HfO2 devices. Similar to the SiO2 devices, SHEI significantly shortens the  of 

devices [23]. Which suggest the breakdown mechanisms of HfO

bdT

2 are similar to those 

of SiO2 devices.  As shown by Fig.5.8 and Fig. 5.9, the SHEI substantially increased 

the gate current, and consequently reduced the lifetime of the devices.  
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5.2 Progressive Breakdown of SiO2 

5.2.1 Introduction 

As briefly discussed in chapter 3, the lifetime extrapolated from the accelerated 

tests largely rely on the accurate physical model established for the degradations. It is 

still unclear if the physical mechanism of the post first breakdown is the same with 

the first breakdown. Thus, the understanding of the physical mechanism of the soft 

breakdown becomes critical. Since some MOSFET digital circuits could remain 

functional after gate oxide breakdown, the separate consideration of soft breakdown 

and hard breakdown events is necessary to set up an adequate application-specific 

reliability assessment methodology.  

We studied the two kinds of soft breakdown phenomena, the stable soft 

breakdown and the unstable soft breakdown. It is found that the hardness of the first 

breakdown will influence the evolution and progression of the subsequent breakdown 

event. For different breakdown phenomenon, the acceleration factors are different, 

which indicate different physical mechanisms.  

5.2.2 Devices and Experimental Setup 

The devices used in this work are nMOSFETs with a gate oxide thickness ranging 

from 1.6 nm to 2.2 nm. The device channel length and width are 0.25 mµ  and 10 

mµ  respectively. All devices are stress with constant voltages in the accumulation 

mode. The first breakdown criterion was set to be a 100 % increase in the gate current 

. According to the percolation theory, the first breakdown happens when a low 

resistance filament is formed by the defects generated in the gate oxide. This filament 

gI
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causes a sudden surge of  through the oxide. The power dissipation through the 

filament can locally produce a large amount of heat, causing permanent structural 

damage along the path of the filament. 

gI

In order to limit the power dissipation through the filament during the first 

breakdown, discrete ohm resistors were inserted between the gate of the device and 

the power supply. Since the gate oxide ohm resistance is much larger than the ohm 

resistors used in the study, which were 10 kΩ , 30 kΩ  and 500 k , the reduced 

voltage by the ohm resistor was relative small. Thus, we use the same gate voltage for 

different test and consider them the same. However, after the first breakdown, the 

resistance of the gate oxide reduced largely by the filament. Thus, the different 

resistor can determine the seriousness of the first breakdown. With a larger ohm 

resistor, the magnitude of the leakage current was much smaller, the power dissipated 

was reduced, and the breakdown was relatively softer than those with a smaller value 

ohm resistor were. 

Ω

 

5.2.3 Results and Discussion 

The stable and unstable soft breakdown phenomenon 

Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 show the typical behavior of stable and unstable soft 

breakdown. Various phases during the evolution of hard breakdown are identified. 

After the wear-out period, where the percolation path is first formed and caused the 

first breakdown, the digital phases was defined as the region in time when the gate 

current increased from 1 Aµ  to 10 Aµ  and analog phase was the region when the 

current increased from 10 Aµ  to 200 Aµ . Different from the analog phase, which 
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indicates a monopoly increases of current; the digital phase is usually accompanied 

by noisy fluctuations. This is also confirmed by other researchers [143]. The slope of 

the analog phase is defined as the current degradation rate. The residual time is the 

time between the wear out and the final breakdown. A temperature and voltage 

dependence of both the digital and analog phases were found and will be studied 

later.   

During our tests, both of two degradation modes happen. However, the stable soft 

breakdown mode is preferable if the voltage polarity used in the second stress were 

reversed from the first breakdown. In order to specifically study the stable soft 

breakdown, this test condition is used to generate the stable soft breakdown events.   

With a stable filament, the gate current continuously increased with very small 

noise until final breakdown. Even though the digital and analog phases can still be 

defined, the length of the analog phase for different stress conditions were almost 

independent of the stress voltage and temperature, which suggest that it is more likely 

due to the behavior of the hard breakdown current due to the series resistance of the 

test structures. 

Analysis of the unstable soft breakdown 

Noticeably, there are two distinct phases in the evolution of an unstable soft 

breakdown, the digital phase and the analog phase, as shown in Fig. 5.12. The digital 

phases features a relative current level accompanied a significant noise level; while 

the analog phase shows a continuous increasing noisy current. In our study, for better 

clearance, we define the digital phase to be the time for the current increases from 1 
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Aµ  to 10 Aµ , and the analog phase to be that from 10 Aµ  to 200 Aµ . This is 

observed to be consistent with most of the test data. 

Based on our analysis, it appears that the digital phase and the analog phase have 

different physical mechanisms and they are not correlated with each other. Fig. 5.13 

shows the time length of both phases. We observe a largely scattered relationship 

between them.  

The correlation between the first breakdown and the final breakdown 

This is a simple methodology to detect a nanometer-precise position of each 

breakdown spot along the channel length direction [144, 145]. The relative 

breakdown position is calculated from ( )sdd III +  at negative Vg and source and 

drain are grounded with the substrate. Depending on whether the majority of the 

electrons injected through the breakdown path are collected by the source or the 

drain, ( )sdd III +  will be close to 0 or close to 1 respectively. If ( )sdd III +  is 

close to 0.5, this means the breakdown position is around the middle of the channel. 

Using this technique, the breakdown locations of the first breakdown and final 

breakdown were studied. Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15 show the ratio obtained after the first 

breakdown and the final breakdown. The ratios of the unstable filaments are generally 

correlated. However, for the stable filaments, the ratios are uncorrelated, which 

clearly indicated the independence of the first breakdown and the final breakdown. 

The voltage and temperature acceleration factors 

The accelerating factors for the post breakdown were studied. It is found that the 

voltage and temperature acceleration factors used to predict the residual time will 

depend on the type of breakdown filament formed after the first breakdown.  
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Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17 show the voltage and temperature acceleration factors for 

the evolution of unstable filaments. It was observed that the temperature dependence 

was not Arrhenius and exhibited a much better fit when plotted to ( )ATTbd exp∝  

with T as the temperature and A as a constant. Note that the temperature acceleration 

is voltage independent. The exact mechanism by which the unstable breakdown 

filament continues to grow and result in a hard breakdown event is still unknown 

Fig. 5.18 compares the voltage dependence of the residual time to hard 

breakdown for devices stressed with stable filaments, unstable filaments and that of 

the first breakdown. Clearer, the voltage dependence of the devices where the 

breakdown filament is stable is identical to the dependence observed for the firs bd. 

This confirms that the stable breakdown filaments share a common origin with the 

first breakdown and are physically different that those unstable filaments. 

The temperature dependence of those different filaments further proves that the 

stable filament mode has the same origin as the first breakdown as shown in Fig. 

5.19. The temperature dependence of the residual time for the stable filaments is 

almost identical to the first breakdown and quite different from unstable filaments. 

The influence of SHEI 

The Substrate Hot Electron Injection (SHEI) experiment has been extensively 

used in the gate dielectric integration tests [23]. By using SHEI, the current level 

through the gate dielectric can be controlled separate from the electric field.  

We conducted SHEI on both of the stable soft breakdown and the unstable soft 

breakdown. Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 5.21 show the influence of SHEI to the analog and 

digital phases. Clearly, for the unstable soft breakdown, both phases are shortened by 
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approximately the same amount, indicating that the additional tunneling current 

affected both phases to a similar degree. However, for the stable soft breakdown, the 

additional tunneling current did not affect the analog phase. It because that this analog 

phase is not related to the initial breakdown filament as assumed for the unstable soft 

breakdown. This analog phase maybe related to the behavior of the hard breakdown 

current due to the series resistance of the test structure and other factors. The 

reduction of the digital phase is the SHEI acceleration of the intrinsic oxide defect 

generation and wearout.  

The influence of first breakdown hardness 

As mentioned early, various resistors are used for the first breakdown. It is 

observed that different test set will influence the degree of the first breakdown 

hardness. 

Fig. 5.22 shows the effect of different resistor values on the conductance of the 

post soft breakdown. The filament leakage current shown in the plot was measured 

with of 1.5 V. All the devices were stressed at 150 gV oC with 3.9 V applied to the 

gate until the first breakdown was detected. Clearly, the magnitude of the leakage 

current increases as the resistance decreases. Thus the resistor can roughly control the 

first breakdown hardness.  

Fig. 5.23 shows the effect variety the gate series resistance value on the residual 

time. The residual time is the time until the final hard breakdown occurs after the first 

soft breakdown. Four distributions are shown with the stress conditions for the first 

breakdown shown in the inset. The second stress condition used for obtaining hard 

breakdown was the same for all of the distributions. The distribution appear bimodal, 
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especially the distribution obtained with the lowest resistor value. The bimodal 

residual time distributions have been reported and the concept of mixing of stable and 

unstable breakdown modes is used to explain this [121]. As indicated, the devices in 

the experienced the hardest first breakdown are those with 10 kΩ gate series resistor, 

and they exhibited the largest post-breakdown leakage currents. Furthermore, this 

distribution also appears to be more bimodal than the other distributions for devices 

that experienced softer first breakdown. Fig. 5.23 also shows a trend that devices 

having harder first breakdown generally exhibit shorter residual time.  

5.2.4 Conclusion 

The phenomenon of progressive breakdown of ultrathin SiO2 is studied. Two 

kinds of breakdown filaments are observed and studied. It is found that the stable 

breakdown filament is due to a separate breakdown filament independent from the 

initial breakdown. However, the unstable filament is the continuing wearout of the 

initial breakdown filament. The voltage stress acceleration factors and the 

temperature dependence of the unstable filament are found to be different from the 

initial breakdown. The influence of the initial breakdown hardness to the unstable 

filaments is also tested. It is found that with a lower current compliance in the circuit, 

the generated breakdown is more likely to be soft breakdown.  
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Fig. 5.1. The soft breakdown of gate dielectrics. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.2. The schematic structure of the HfO2 device. (Drawn not to scale.) 
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Fig. 5.3. Constant voltage stress of the HfO2 devices. 
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Fig. 5.4. Lifetime distribution of HfO2 devices. 
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Fig. 5.5. Comparison of the temperature dependence of HfO2 and SiO2 devices. 
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Fig. 5.6. Comparison of the voltage acceleration of HfO2 and SiO2 devices. 
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.7. The substrate injection stress of the HfO2 device. 
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Fig. 5.9. The substrate hot electron injection of the HfO2 device. 
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Fig. 5.10. Stable soft breakdown of the gate oxide. The upper one shows the gate 
current time evolution and the lower one shows the forming of the breakdown path. 
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Fig. 5.11. Unstable soft breakdown. The upper one shows the gate current time 
evolution and the lower one shows the forming of the breakdown path 
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Fig. 5.12. The digital and analog phases. 

 
Fig. 5.13. The scattered plot showing the length of the analog and digital phase of the 
unstable soft breakdown are uncorrelated. 
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Fig. 5.14. The correlation between the first breakdown and final breakdown of stable 
soft breakdown. 

 
Fig. 5.15. The correlation between the first breakdown and final breakdown of 
unstable soft breakdown. 
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Fig. 5.16. The voltage acceleration of the unstable soft breakdown, which shows a 
temperature independent acceleration factor. 

 

 
Fig. 5.17. The temperature dependence of the unstable soft breakdown, which shows 
a un-Arrhenius relationship. 
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Fig. 5.18. The temperature dependence of the unstable, stable soft breakdown and the 
first breakdown. 

 

 
Fig. 5.19. The voltage acceleration of the residual time for unstable, stable soft 
breakdown and the first breakdown. 
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Fig. 5.20. SHEI test for the unstable breakdown filament. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.21. SHEI test for the stable breakdown filament. 
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Fig. 5.22. The influence of the current compliance to the consequent stress leakage 
current. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5.23. The influence of first breakdown hardness to the residual time. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 
In this work, extensive studies are conducted on the reliability assessment of 

advanced gate dielectrics. New test methodologies and physical mechanism 

interpretations are established with ultrathin SiO2 and HfO2 devices. These work 

concentrate in several parts.  

First, the dynamic NBTI phenomenon was studied with ultrathin SiO2 devices. 

We found with a dynamic stress condition, the device lifetime can be largely 

extended due to the reduced NBTI degradation. This reduction is contributed to the 

annealing of fixed oxide charges during the stress off period. A mathematical model 

is also established to explain this phenomenon. Using the measured parameters, the 

model coincide the experimental data well.  

Second, the bulk trap contribution to the HfO2 was tested, especially to the NBTI 

degradation. Compared with SiO2 devices, the NBTI degradation has a similar trend. 

However, it is found that they have different frequency response than the SiO2 

devices. This difference is later found due to the traps inside the gate dielectrics. 

Detailed studies show that the NBTI degradation at dc stress and dynamic stress 

conditions have different temperature acceleration factors due to the bulk traps. The 
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disappearance of this difference by insetting a detrapping period further proves this 

observation.  

Third, the progressive breakdown of ultrathin SiO2 is studied. By a two-step test 

methodology, the degradation of the progressive breakdown path was monitored in 

terms of the activation energy, the voltage acceleration factor. Two kinds of 

breakdown filaments, the stable one and the unstable one, were studied. By 

comparison, the stable filament is found to be a breakdown filament independent of 

the original breakdown filament. However, the unstable filament is the continuing 

degradation of the original filament.  

At last, the research of the HfO2 devices breakdown is conducted. By comparing 

with the breakdown of SiO2 devices, the breakdown caused by the substrate injection 

is attributed to the HfO2 layer. More work is needed.   
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“The Contribution of HfO2 Bulk Oxide Traps to Dynamic NBTI in pMOSFETs,” B. 
Zhu, J. S. Suehle, E. Vogel, J. B. Bernstein, IEEE International Reliability Physics 
Symposium, 2005. 
“Detailed Study and Projection of Hard Breakdown Evolution in Ultra-Thin Gate 
Oxides,” J. S. Suehle, B. Zhu, Y. Chen, and J. B. Bernstein, Microelectronics 
Reliability 45, 2005. 
“Mechanism of Dynamic NBTI in Deep Sub-Micron p-MOSFETs,” B. Zhu, J. S. 
Suehle, Y. Chen, and J. B. Bernstein, IEEE Integrated Reliability Workshop Final 
Report, 2004.  
“Mechanism for Reduced NBTI Effect Under Pulsed Bias Stress Conditions,” B. Zhu, 
J. S. Suehle, Y. Chen, and J. B. Bernstein, IEEE International Reliability Physics 
Symposium, 2004. 
“Acceleration Factors and Mechanistic Study of Progressive Breakdown in Small 
Area Ultra-thin Gate Oxides,” J. S. Suehle, B. Zhu, Y. Chen, and J. B. Bernstein, 
IEEE International Reliability Physics Symposium, 2004. 
“Negative Bias Temperature Instability of Deep Sub-micron p-MOSFETs under 
Pulsed Bias Stress,” B. Zhu, J. S. Suehle, Y. Chen, and J. B. Bernstein, IEEE 
Integrated Reliability Workshop Final Report, 2002. 
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